Meeting TC-MA, 04.06.2020, during the virtual 148th AES Convention.

1. Topic: Impulse responses of microphones,
   a. Topic finished: let’s use Martin Schneider's slides to educate people!
2. Proposal from our workshop today: “AES seal” for good specs in public?
   a. No, too much effort, who pays?
3. Current and future TC-MA workshops@AES conventions
   a. Spatial Audio Microphones: not planned to continue
   b. Mic Specs: The bad things – Specs we don’t show.
      i. WE should do that again to teach specs. Feedback is good
   c. Miniature mics:
      i. Eddy: not yet a MEMS specialist on the panel, we have to find one.
      ii. MEMS or Electret: Electrets are supposedly still better than MEMS, but MEMS have their applications in ProAudio.